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European Commission opens infringement proceedings against 
Germany for its discriminatory rules applied to cross-border loss 
offset

On 18 October 2007, the European Commission formally requested Germany to 
change its system on cross-border loss offset referring to Sec. 2a Par. 1 German 
Income Tax Law (EStG). The provision applies to both resident individuals and 
companies and restricts the immediate use of their losses from foreign sources.

In general German residents are taxable with their world wide income. Basically, 
the term income also includes losses. Due to Sec. 2a EStG, specific types of 
losses from so-called passive income generated abroad can only be offset with 
positive income from the same category and the same state. In comparison with 
losses generated in Germany, which can be offset without any restriction, the 
different deductibility of foreign losses leads to a higher taxation. 

The Commission takes the view that this different deductibility of domestic and 
cross-border losses is incompatible with the principle of freedom of establishment 
and the free movement of capital. Concerning write-downs on foreign 
participations, as a specific kind of income, the Commission's opinion is supported 
by the judgment of the ECJ of 29 March 2007 in the Rewe Zentralfinanz case 
(C-347/04, see NA 2007 - 013) and therefore not surprising.

However, in the press release IP/07/1547 the Commission mentions explicitly 
losses from permanent establishments abroad or from the rental of foreign 
property and refers to Sec. 2a Par. 1 EStG only.

Actually this is a bit surprising, because irrespective of Sec. 2a EStG these kinds 
of negative income would often underlie a Double Tax Treaty (DTT) and thereafter 
would be tax exempt in Germany either. Thus, respective losses are not 
deductible in Germany under Sec. 2a EStG and under most Treaties. At the 
moment it is not sure, if the Commission took the Treaties into account when it 
opened the infringement proceedings. 

With regard to the above mentioned restriction due to the DTT several cases are 
pending with the ECJ (i.e. Lidl case, C-414/06; Stahlwerke Ergste Westig case, 
C-415/06).

The request was issued under Art. 226 EC in the form of a Reasoned Opinion. If 
the German legislation is not amended, the Commission may refer the matter to 
the ECJ.
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